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vulnerability: optical coherence tomography study
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ABSTRACT
Objectives This study aimed to investigate the role of
intraplaque neovascularisation (NV) in culprit lesions and
non-culprit lesions of unstable angina pectoris (UAP) and
in lesions of stable angina pectoris (SAP) using optical
coherence tomography (OCT).
Design This study was a retrospective study.
Setting The significance of NV for culprit and non-culprit
plaques remains unclear.
Participants A total of 356 plaques from 92 UAP
patients and 25 SAP patients who underwent OCT
imaging were divided into three groups: culprit lesions in
UAP (92), non-culprit lesions in UAP (203) and lesions of
SAP (61).
Main outcome measures NV and plaque
characteristics were examined by OCT and plaques with
and without NV were compared.
Results Among UAP culprit lesions, plaques with NV
had significantly higher incidence of thin cap
fibroatheroma (81% vs 47%, p¼0.002) compared
with those without NV. In addition, the fibrous cap
was thinner (56620 mm vs 75630 mm, p<0.001),
lipid arc was greater (2546668 vs 2226658,
p¼0.024) and lipid core length was longer (1365 mm
vs 1066 mm, p¼0.007). No significant difference was
observed between non-culprit lesions of UAP with and
without NV, and between lesions of SAP with and
without NV.
Conclusion In patients with UAP, the culprit plaques
with NV had vulnerable features such as thinner fibrous
cap, greater lipid arc, longer lipid core length and more
frequent thin cap fibroatheroma compared with those
without NV. In both non-culprit lesions of UAP patients
and in lesions of SAP patients NV was not associated
with vulnerable plaque characteristics.

INTRODUCTION
Intraplaque neovascularisation (NV) derives mainly
from pre-existing vasa vasorum in the adventitia
and rarely from the luminal surface.1 NV has been
recognised as an important process for the
progression of atherosclerotic plaques2e4 and as
a potential therapeutic target for cardiovascular
disease.5 Microvessels are more prevalent, larger and
more irregular in symptomatic carotid plaques than
in asymptomatic plaques.6 7 However, due to lack
of available techniques, in vivo data on coronary
plaque NV has been limited.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an

intracoronary imaging modality with resolution 10
times higher than that of intravascular ultrasound

(IVUS). OCT is useful in evaluating plaque struc-
ture at a microscopic level, including fibrous cap
thickness, macrophage infiltration and lipid
content.8 OCT has been shown to be able to
visualise microvessels within coronary atheroscle-
rotic plaques and neointima inside stents in
vivo.8e11

The present study was designed to investigate
the significance of intraplaque NV in both culprit
lesions and non-culprit lesions of unstable angina
pectoris (UAP) and in lesions of stable angina
pectoris (SAP) using OCT. We hypothesised that
NV in unstable plaque is associated with features
consistent with plaque vulnerability.

METHODS
Study sample
Between May 2008 and April 2011, consecutive
patients who underwent successful OCT imaging
within 2 weeks of presentation at the 2nd Affiliated
Hospital of Harbin Medical University were
included in the analysis. SAP was defined as chest
pain on exertion without changes in frequency,
duration, or intensity of symptoms for more than
4 weeks along with positive nuclear stress test
results. UAP was characterised by a progressive
crescendo pattern or angina at rest without
elevated cardiac markers. Patients were excluded
when they had (1) left main disease; (2) chronic
total occlusion; (3) an extremely tortuous or
heavily calcified vessel; (4) congestive heart failure
with left ventricular ejection fraction greater than
40%; or (5) renal insufficiency with serum creati-
nine greater than 1.8 mg/dl. Culprit lesions were
identified by a combination of ECG changes, left
ventricular wall motion abnormalities and angio-
graphic lesion morphology. OCT examinations
were performed in all patients, while IVUS exam-
inations were performed only in 35 UAP patients
(including 35 culprit lesions and 52 non-culprit
lesions). Two cardiologists independently reviewed
all clinical and angiographic data to decide angina
status and the culprit lesions. A total of 356 plaques
from 117 patients (92 UAP patients and 25 SAP
patients) were divided into three groups: culprit
lesions in UAP (92 patients, 92 plaques), non-
culprit lesions in UAP (92 patients, 203 plaques)
and lesions in SAP (25 patients, 61 plaques).
This study was approved by the ethics

committee of the 2nd Affiliated Hospital of Harbin
Medical University (Harbin, China), and all
patients provided written informed consent.
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Angiogram and analysis
Coronary angiography was performed from the radial approach
after intracoronary injection of nitroglycerin (100e200 mg).
Patients were pretreated with aspirin (300 mg) and clopidogrel
(300 mg) at least 2 h prior to the index procedure, followed by
aspirin 100 mg daily and clopidogrel 75 mg daily for a minimum
of 1 year. A non-culprit lesion had to be at least 10 mm away
from the culprit lesion. Any plaque with luminal narrowing
>30% on an angiogram was included in the analysis. Coronary
angiograms were analysed at an independent core laboratory
using a quantitative coronary angiogram analysis (QCA)
program (Quantcor QCA 5.0, Pie Medical Imaging BV. Maas-
tricht, The Netherlands) by two angiographers who were
blinded to clinical information. Minimal luminal diameter
(MLD, mm) was defined as the smallest lumen diameter in the
segment of lesion; reference vessel diameter (RVD, mm) was
defined as the averaged diameter of the proximal and distal
coronary segments without obvious narrowing within 10 mm
from the lesion edge; diameter stenosis (DS,%) was defined as
(RVD-MLD)/RVD3100%; lesion length (mm) was defined as
the length of the stenotic segment calculated from the two
points (proximal and distal) where the coronary margins change
direction and create shoulders between the angiographically
normal segments and the diseased segments.

OCT imaging and analysis
OCT imaging was performed with a 0.016-inch OCT system
(ImageWire, LightLab Imaging, Westford, Massachusetts, USA).
The catheter was advanced beyond the distal end of the plaque
through a 3-F occlusion balloon catheter. In order to remove red
blood cells from the field of view, an occlusion balloon was
inflated to 0.5e0.7 atm at the proximal site of the plaque and
lactate Ringer ’s solution was infused into the coronary artery
from the distal tip of the occlusion balloon catheter at 0.5 ml/s
by an injector. The vessel was imaged with an automatic pull-
back device at 3 mm/s.

OCT data collection and analysis
OCT image analysis was performed at an independent core
laboratory at the Massachusetts General Hospital. Two inde-
pendent reviewers blinded to the clinical information performed

the assessment of all OCT images according to the criteria of the
Clinical Expert Consensus Document on OCT.8 Any discordance
between the two independent reviewers was resolved by
consensus.
A NV was defined as a small black hole within a plaque with

a diameter of 50e300 mm that was present on at least three
consecutive frames in pull-back images (figures 1 and 2).9e11 The
presence of plaque disruption or thrombus was also noted.
Plaque disruption was defined as a fibrous cap discontinuity
with cavity formation. Thrombus was defined as an irregular
mass protruding into the lumen that had a measured dimension
$250 mm. Fibrous cap thickness covering lipid core was
measured three times at its thinnest location and the mean value
of the three measurements was used for subsequent analysis. For
ruptured plaque, the residual fibrous cap was identified as a flap
between the lumen and the cavity of the plaque, and its thick-
ness was measured three times at its thinnest part. Plaque lipid
content was semi-quantified according to the maximal value of
involved arc on the cross-sectional OCT image.12 When a plaque
included a lipid arc >908, it was considered lipid-rich. Thin cap
fibroatheroma (TCFA) was defined as lipid-rich plaque with
fibrous cap thickness #65 mm. The longitudinal length of lipid
core was determined by the numbers of OCT images at 1 mm
intervals. Calcification was also recorded when an area with low
backscatter and a sharp border was identified inside a plaque.

IVUS imaging and analysis
The methods of IVUS imaging and analysis are provided in the
online supplementary materials.

Statistical analysis
Plaques with and without NV were compared in each group. All
statistical analysis was performed by an independent statistician
at a core laboratory. Categorical variables were expressed as
numbers or frequencies of occurrence. All continuous variables
were tested for normal distribution by the non-parametric one-
sample KolmogoroveSmirnov test and normal probability
(QeQ) plots. Continuous variables were expressed as means 6
SD for normally distributed variables and as medians (25e75th
percentiles) for non-normally distributed variables. Between-
group differences in baseline patient characteristics were tested

Figure 1 Representative optical
coherence tomography images of
coronary plaque with
neovascularisation (red arrows). The
longitudinal pull back image (A) of the
vessel with the locations of three cross
sectional images (B, C and D). Three
consecutive images show that
microvessel connects adventitia and the
plaque close to the lumen.
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using c2-square test or Fisher ’s exact test for binary variables
and using independent samples t-test. For the between-group
comparisons of the plaque characteristics it was necessary to
take into account the multiple plaques in culprit- and non-
culprit lesions within a unique patient, and the generalised
estimating equations approach was applied. For continuous
plaque characteristics measures, the identity mean link function
with Gaussian variance was used; and for binary measures, the
logit mean function with binomial variance was used. All
analysis was performed using SAS V.9.1.3. A p value <0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Baseline clinical characteristics and laboratory data
There was no significant difference in the baseline characteristics
between the groups with or without NV except for the higher
frequency of smoking in the UAP group in non-culprit lesions
with NV (67% vs 50%, p¼0.02) (table 1).

Angiographic plaque characteristics
The distribution of plaques among coronary arteries was similar:
the left anterior descending artery was the most frequent (49%),
followed by the right coronary artery (34%) and the circumflex

Figure 2 Representative optical
coherence tomography images of
ruptured plaque with neovascularisation
(red arrows). The longitudinal pull back
image (A) of the vessel with the
locations of five cross sectional images
(BeG). Neovascularisation (red arrows)
were located at the shoulder region of
plaque (B, C and D). Plaque rupture
(white arrows) was visualised at 7-
o’clock position (E, F and G). Minimum
lumen area site (G).

Table 1 Patient characteristics

Variable

Culprit lesions in UAP

p Value

Non-culprit lesions in UAP

p Value

Lesions in SAP

p ValueNV (n[32) No NV (n[60) NV (n[70) No NV (n[133) NV (n[17) No NV (n[44)

Men, n (%) 25 (78) 42 (70) 0.40 52 (74) 89 (67) 0.28 10 (59) 29 (66) 0.61

Age, years 57611 5868 0.66 5968 5869 0.39 5467 5568 0.44

Smoker, n (%) 18 (56) 30 (50) 0.57 47 (67) 66 (50) 0.02 8 (47) 16 (36) 0.44

Hypertension, n (%) 19 (59) 31 (52) 0.48 43 (61) 70 (53) 0.23 12 (71) 25 (57) 0.32

Dyslipidaemia, n (%) 17 (53) 35 (58) 0.63 32 (45) 69 (52) 0.40 9 (53) 23 (52) 0.96

Diabetes, n (%) 9 (28) 20 (33) 0.61 34 (49) 54 (41) 0.28 7 (41) 14 (32) 0.49

Family history 7 (22) 19 (32) 0.32 20 (29) 35 (26) 0.73 5 (29) 15 (34) 0.73

Medications

Aspirin, n (%) 31 (97) 59 (98) 1.00 68 (97) 131 (99) 0.61 16 (94) 37 (84) 0.54

Clopidogrel, n (%) 28 (88) 53 (88) 1.00 65 (93) 125 (94) 0.99 12 (71) 35 (80) 0.68

Statin, n (%) 31 (97) 53 (88) 0.32 60 (86) 113 (85) 0.87 15 (88) 42 (96) 0.31

ACEI or ARB, n (%) 18 (56) 28 (47) 0.38 36 (51) 62 (47) 0.51 9 (53%) 20 (46) 0.60

Data are presented as mean 6SD, n (%).
ACEI, ACE inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin II receptor blockers; NV, neovascularisation; SAP, stable angina pectoris; UAP, unstable angina pectoris; SAP, stable angina pectoris.
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artery (17%). Patients with UAP had an average of 3.2 plaques,
while patients with SAP had an average of 2.4 plaques (p¼0.018).
Compared with SAP lesions without NV, SAP lesions with NV
had a bigger reference vessel diameter (p¼0.049) (table 2).

IVUS findings
IVUS was performed only in a subset of 35 UAP patients. Plaque
burden was significantly larger in UAP culprit lesions (or vessels)
with NV than in those without NV (79.867.9 vs 72.8610.7,
p¼0.024). Plaque burden was marginally bigger in non-culprit
lesions with NV than in those without NV (p¼0.051). There
was no difference in remodelling index (see online supplemen-
tary table 1).

OCT findings
The total length of the coronary arteries examined by OCTwas
76621 mm in the left anterior descending artery, 68613 mm in
the left circumflex artery, and 72617 mm in the right coronary
artery. The incidence of intraplaque NV was 35% in UAP culprit
lesions, 34% in UAP non-culprit lesions, and 28% in SAP lesions
(p¼0.60) (table 3).

Among UAP culprit lesions, plaques with NV had significantly
higher incidence of TCFA compared with those without NV
(81% vs 47%, p¼0.002). In addition, fibrous cap was thinner
(56620 mm vs 75630 mm, p<0.001), lipid arc was greater
(2546668 vs 2226658, p¼0.024), and lipid core length was
longer (1365 mm vs 1066 mm, p¼0.007). In the non-culprit
lesions of UAP patients and lesions of SAP patients, no difference
in plaque characteristics was observed between those with and
without NV. Figure 2 shows representative OCT images of
a ruptured plaque with NV.

DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrated that vulnerable plaque characteris-
tics, including thinner fibrous cap, greater lipid arc, longer lipid

core length, and TCFA, were seen more frequently in UAP
culprit lesions with NV when compared with those without
NV, but not in the non-culprit lesions of UAP and in the lesions
of SAP.
In this study, we observed NV in 35% of the culprit lesions in

UAP patients. This finding is consistent with the previous report
by Kitabata et al,9 where NV was found in 38% of the culprit
lesions in UAP patients. NV was observed in 34% of non-culprit
lesions and in 28% of the lesions in SAP patients. The difference
was not significant between the three groups. Our findings,
which associate NV with the presence of TCFA, thinner fibrous
cap, and larger plaque burden, are also in good agreement with
the previous report.9 The results obtained from the study by
Fujii K et al13 have shown that ruptured plaques in culprit
lesions of patients with acute coronary syndromes have greater
plaque burdens. In this study, IVUS analyses have demonstrated
that plaque burden was significantly bigger in culprit lesions
with NV. Notably, our results demonstrate that only the NV in
the culprit lesions was associated with the plaque vulnerability.
Previous studies have demonstrated that NV was larger and

more irregular in symptomatic carotid atherosclerotic plaque
than that in asymptomatic plaque.6 7 Symptomatic patients had
more intense contrast agent enhancement, a quantification
index of NV, in the plaque than asymptomatic patients.14 15 The
irregular NV from symptomatic plaques was more aberrant,
highly immature, and leaky, similar to those found in cancers.6

We attempted to find NV features specific for unstable lesions.
However, due to limitations of OCT technology we were not
able to find OCT characteristics for unstable NV. Instead, our
study has shown that the characteristics of plaque instability,
such as thinner fibrous cap, greater lipid arc, longer lipid core
length, and TCFA, were seen more frequently in UAP culprit
lesions with NV, but not in non-culprit lesions. Our results have
corroborated the concept that the role of NV in active and
inactive plaques differs and depends on the stage of disease. In

Table 2 Quantitative coronary angiography findings

Variable

Culprit lesions in UAP

p Value

Non-culprit lesions in UAP

p Value

Lesions in SAP

p ValueNV (n[32) No NV (n[60) NV (n[70) No NV (n[133) NV (n[17) No NV (n[44)

Artery, n (%)

LAD 14 (44) 31 (52) 0.26 37 (53) 56 (42) 0.22 9 (53) 26 (59) 0.86

LCX 8 (25) 7 (12) 13 (19) 23 (17) 3 (18) 8 (18)

RCA 10 (31) 22 (37) 20 (29) 54 (41) 5 (29) 10 (23)

RVD, mm 2.8660.61 3.0160.68 0.32 2.8360.68 2.9660.69 0.22 2.8360.51 3.1660.59 0.049

MLD, mm 0.9960.34 1.0160.40 0.74 1.7660.50 1.8060.52 0.63 1.6560.58 1.5360.64 0.52

% DS 65.669.8 67.2611.3 0.50 38.169.2 39.0610.4 0.55 48.3612.5 52.8617.9 0.07

Lesion length, mm 11.263.9 13.268.1 0.20 11.368.3 10.466.6 0.40 10.264.1 11.365.4 0.45

Data are presented as mean 6 SD, n (%).
DS, diameter stenosis; LAD, left anterior descending artery; LCX, left circumflex arter; MLD, minimum lumen diameter; NV, neovascularisation; RCA, right coronary artery; RVD, reference vessel
diameter; SAP, stable angina pectoris; UAP, unstable angina pectoris.

Table 3 Optical coherence tomography findings

Variable

Culprit lesions in UAP

p Value

Non-culprit lesions in UAP

p Value

Lesions with SAP

p ValueNV (n[32) No NV (n[60) NV (n[70) No NV (n[133) NV (n[17) No NV (n[44)

TCFA, n (%) 26 (81) 28 (47) 0.002 27 (39) 56 (42) 0.62 7 (41) 19 (43) 0.90

Fibrous cap thickness, mm 56620 75630 <0.001 90644 97661 0.36 83636 93661 0.48

Lipid core arc8 254666 222665 0.02 186668 178664 0.13 204662 211661 0.82

Lipid core length, mm 1365 1066 0.007 966 864 0.11 1064 966 0.51

Calcification, n (%) 11 (34) 22 (37) 0.83 29 (41) 41 (31) 0.24 7 (41) 13 (30) 0.50

Disruption, n (%) 18 (56) 31 (52) 0.67 6 (9) 8 (6) 0.51 1 (6) 4 (9) 0.76

Thrombus, n (%) 16 (50) 36 (60) 0.36 5 (7) 9 (7) 0.95 3 (18) 3 (7) 0.17

Data are presented as mean 6 SD, n (%).
NV, neovascularisation; SAP, stable angina pectoris; TCFA, thin cap fibroatheroma; UAP, unstable angina pectoris.
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contrast to myocardium ischaemia, in which NV is beneficial,
NV within atherosclerotic plaques is a double-edged sword
depending on the stage of the disease.16 At the early stage, the
neoangiogenesis functions as a conduit for the supply of nutri-
ents and oxygen and serves to protect the vessel wall from
ischaemic damage. With imbalance between antiangiogenic and
proangiogenic factors,17 the NV becomes more immature and
leaky, promoting the conversion of a stable plaque to an unstable
phenotype.16 One OCT study has demonstrated that micro-
channel was a predictor of subsequent plaque progression in
patients with coronary heart disease.11 Due to lack of mural
pericytes, smooth muscle cells, and complete endothelial cell
junctions,5 immature NV is prone to rupture and to induce
haemorrhages within atherosclerotic lesions. This is a stimulus
for the progression of atherosclerosis by increasing necrotic core
volume and triggering local inflammation.18 Autologous eryth-
rocytes delivered into experimental plaques promote the
formation of large necrotic core and macrophage infiltration.18

Active inflammatory cells secrete more proangiogenic factors.
Some studies have demonstrated that both macrophage infil-
tration and intraplaque NV are usually seen in the ‘shoulder ’
regions of plaques,19 20 which are considered to be prone to
rupture. Matrix-degrading enzymes produced by inflammatory
cells may damage intraplaque angiogenesis, weaken fibrous cap,
and destabilise the plaque.21 One OCT study has demonstrated
that inflammatory mediators including highly sensitive C reac-
tive protein, IL-18 and tumour necrosis factor a have significant
negative relationship with the thickness of fibrous cap.22 The
emerging data suggest that the inflammatory process is indeed
a precursor of the clinical event.20 22 In addition, intraplaque
NV permits cholesterol-enriched erythrocyte cells into the
plaque,3 16 18 producing abundant cholesterol material for crys-
tallisation of cholesterol. Crystallisation of supersaturated
cholesterol in atherosclerotic plaques can also induce fibrous cap
disruption.23 An autopsy study has reported that the presence of
cholesterol crystal is an independent predictor of thrombus and
clinical manifestation.24 Cholesterol crystallisation rapidly
changes in the plaque spatial configuration, pierces the arterial
plaque and intima,25 and possibly perforates intraplaque NV.
Thus, it has been postulated that the intraplaque NV, active
inflammation, and cholesterol crystals interact synergistically to
convert stable plaque to unstable, resulting in plaque rupture.16 26

Atherosclerosis is a systemic disease and because patients usually
harbour multiple plaques which are at different stage, we need to
understand in which lesions angiogenesis is beneficial or
harmful.16 27 This will effectively guide us for target therapy.5

Some side effects regarding the systemic use of angiogenesis
inhibitors are that they can suppress collateral development and
aggravate organ ischaemia, for example, myocardial ischaemia,
and the risk for arterial thromboembolic events.28

Current coronary imaging modalities, such as coronary angi-
ography, IVUS and multi-slice CT, lack sufficient resolution to
detect plaque angiogenesis. Molecular imaging with the use of
intravenous agents (eg, avb3 -targeted nanoparticle MRI
contrast agents29) offers new ways to detect plaque angiogenesis
in the experimental atherosclerotic model, but further work is
needed before these techniques can be tested in humans. Some
studies have reported that IVUS-enhancement imaging with
microbubble contrast agents can image ectopic NV in coronary
atherosclerotic plaques in vivo30; however, additional studies are
required to show the feasibility of this method in a routine
clinical setting. OCT is an emerging high-resolution intravas-
cular imaging modality with excellent resolution. OCT has
displayed the ability to clearly visualise NV within atheroscle-

rotic plaques and to dynamically evaluate the effects of various
therapeutic strategies on plaque stability in vivo.
Several limitations in this study should be mentioned.

Although we studied consecutive patients to minimise selection
bias, this was a retrospective study with inherent potential bias.
The penetration of OCT is limited, particularly in lipid-rich
plaque and in the presence of red thrombus. Due to this pitfall,
the microvessels at the base of plaque might have been under-
estimated. In addition, with two dimensional OCT images it is
often difficult to locate NV. Therefore, we did not attempt to
measure the density. Detection of intraplaque haemorrhage and
necrotic core by OCT has not been validated. Therefore, these
changes were not reported in our study. Patients with acute
myocardial infarction were excluded because of the concern that
residual mural thrombus might interfere with accurate evalua-
tion of NV. Finally, IVUS was used only in a subset of patients.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, vulnerable plaque characteristics such as thin
fibrous cap, greater lipid arc, longer lipid core length, and TCFA
were seen more frequently in UAP culprit lesions with NV,
which indicate possible role of NV in destabilisation of a plaque.
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Supplement material 

 

TITLE: Significance of Intraplaque Neovascularisation for Vulnerability: Optical 

Coherence Tomography Study 

 

IVUS imaging and Analyses 

IVUS was performed after the intracoronary administration of 100 to 200µg nitroglycerin 

using the 40MHz Atlantis Pro catheter (Boston Scientific) and automatic pullback device at a 

rate of 0.5 mm/s. The corresponding OCT and IVUS images were co-registered using 

landmarks, such as side branches, calcifications and/or stents. IVUS image analysis was 

performed at an independent core laboratory at the Massachusetts General Hospital. All 

IVUS images were recorded digitally and analysed by two independent reviewers who were 

blinded to the OCT data, according to the criteria of the American College of Cardiology 

Clinical Expert Consensus Document on IVUS evaluations. When there was discordance 

between the observers, a consensus reading was obtained. The external elastic membrane 

(EEM), lumen, and plaque plus media cross-sectional area (CSA) were measured. The plaque 

burden was calculated as the plaque plus media CSA divided by the lesion EEM CSA. The 

reference was the image frame showing the largest lumen, within 10 mm proximal and distal 

from the target lesions. The remodelling index was calculated as the lesion EEM CSA divided 

by the mean reference EEM CSA. 



 

  2

Supplement Table 1. Intravascular ultrasound findings 

Culprit lesions in UAP Non-culprit lesions in UAP  

NV 

(n=12) 

No NV 

(n=23) 

P 

NV 

(n=15) 

No NV 

(n=37) 

P 

Distal reference site 

EEM CSA,mm2 10.2±3.5 10.0±3.8 0.89 12.4±4.4 11.3±4.9 0.39 

Proximal reference site 

EEM CSA,mm2 14.0±5.7 11.7±4.2 0.19 13.6±4.4 12.3±4.9 0.33 

Lesion site 

EEM CSA,mm2 12.4±4.1 10.9±3.3 0.27 12.7±4.4 11.9±4.8 0.53 

Lumen CSA,mm2 2.3±0.6 2.9±1.3 0.053 4.2±2.5 5.2±3.0 0.22 

Plaque burden,% 79.8±7.9 72.8±10.7 0.024 65.8±14.3 57.3±15.4 0.051

Remodelling 

index 

1.03±0.13 1.03±0.17 0.97 0.98±0.12 1.02±0.15 0.33 

Negative  3 (25%) 6 (26%) 0.94 5 (33%) 8 (22%) 0.35 

Normal 4 (33%) 7 (30%) 0.86 6 (40%) 17 (46%) 0.78 

Positive 5 (42%) 10 (44%) 0.92 4 (27%) 12 (32%) 0.56 

Data are presented as mean ±SD, n (%). 

NV: neovascularisation; EEM: external elastic membrane; CSA: cross-section area; 


